A B S T R A C T Current seasonal forecast models involve simple schemes for representing sea ice, such as imposing climatological values. The spread of ensemble forecasts may in principle be biased due to common boundary conditions prescribed in the high latitudes. The degree of sensitivity in the 2-metre temperature, associated with seasonal time scales and the state of the June-August sea ice, is examined through a set of experiments with a state-of-the-art coupled ocean-atmosphere model. Here we present a suite of numerical experiments examining the effect of different sea ice configurations on the final ensemble distribution. We also compare the sensitivity of the 2-metre temperature to sea ice boundary conditions and sea surface temperature perturbation in the initial conditions. One objective of this work was to test a simple scheme for a more realistic representation of sea ice variations that allows for a spread in the Polar surface boundary conditions, captures the recent trends and doesn't smudge the sea ice edges. We find that the use of one common set of boundary conditions in the polar regions has little effect on the subsequent seasonal temperatures in the low latitudes, but nevertheless a profound influence on the local temperatures in the mid-to-high latitudes.
Introduction
According to the fourth assessment report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a changing climate is likely to bring more severe and frequent extreme weather and climate conditions in the future, such as heat waves, floods and droughts (Meehl et al., 2007, p. 750) . Moreover, AR4 explicitly states that 'A warmer climate, with its increased climate variability, will increase the risk of both floods and droughts' (Kundzewicz et al., 2007, p. 186) and an analysis of changes in the upper tail of the monthly precipitation simulated by global climate models (GCMs) suggest that record-wet months will become more frequent in regions already characterized by a wet climate (Benestad, 2006) . Cold waves and frost days are also expected to become less frequent in a warmer world. Thus, it will be of increasing value to provide skillful seasonal forecasts in order to be prepared for adverse or beneficial effects from seasonal anomalies. Furthermore, in Europe, there is great media interest in seasonal forecasts for the summer holiday season, coinciding with large reductions in northern hemisphere sea ice. Sivakumar (2007) argues that national climate policies are 1 The observed trends in sea ice extent according to the US National Snow and Ice Data center is: −3.2, −2.9, −2.6, −2.6, −2.5, −3.3 −6.1 −8.7 −11.2 −5.9 −4.5 and −3.3 %/decade for January-December with greatest decrease in September; source http://nsidc.org/cgibin/bist/bist.pl?config=seaice_extent_trends 2 It is important to note that there is a distinction between the sea ice extent (area enclosed within the line of 15% ice concentration) and the sea ice area (the surface integral of the sea ice concentration) (Kauker et al., 2009) Kauker et al. (2009) used an adjoint ocean-ice model to study the causes for the September 2007 Arctic sea ice minimum. They argued that most of the reduction between 2005 and 2007 could be attributed to the March sea ice thickness, May and June wind conditions and September surface temperature. However, they did not take into account feedbacks related to air-sea coupling and thus their results represent only a first-order estimate. Since the summer sea ice conditions were found to be sensitive to the March sea ice thickness, Kauker et al. sug- gested that there may be precursory signal in preceding sea ice conditions. Rowell (1998) argued, based on simulations with the Hadley Centre Atmospheric Model, that the ice extent sometimes influences the local weather but rarely influences the large-scale flow. He analysed the potential sensitivity based on 'analysis of variance' (ANOVA): σ 2 SST /σ 2 tot (the variance of an atmospheric property associated with sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice, divided by the property's total variance). However, such diagnostics capture only a predictable response in terms of the model, but does not reveal the total (predictable + unpredictable in terms of the model) influence of sea ice.
Empirical evidence supports the notion of the sea ice having a strong local effect on the climate, as Benestad et al. (2002) showed that the year-to-year variations in the local temperature near the ice edge were to a large extent driven by changes in the geographical sea ice distribution. Serreze et al. (2009) concluded that the Arctic amplification largely was driven by the loss of sea ice cover and the associated increase in heat transfer from ocean to atmosphere. Singarayer et al. (2006) carried out a numerical study with an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM), in which they explored the response to different sea ice and SST conditions. When prescribing climatological SSTs, they found that a decrease in the sea ice extent only had a significant impact on wintertime surface air temperatures. However, with corresponding increases in SSTs, changes were seen in both winter and summer. They also concluded that reductions in sea ice do induce more widespread changes in atmospheric circulation, however, one limitation of the Singarayer et al. (2006) study was that their work was based on an atmosphere only model, not taking into account the coupled ocean-atmosphere effect from changes in the sea ice.
A significant part of the variance in temperature, pressure and precipitation over the North Atlantic region can be associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Pacific-NorthAmerican (PNA) patterns. Johansson (2007) argued the NAO and PNA are inherently internal to the atmosphere and that oceans are not essential for their existence and behaviour. The conclusion from Rowell (1998) also questions whether the difference between sea ice and non-sea ice affect the larger scales and according to these results, the question of whether the sea ice plays a role for the wider weather on seasonal time scales is still not adequately answered.
However, several publications have suggested that there may be a link between sea ice and circulation modes such as the NAO (Balmaseda et al., 2009 (Balmaseda et al., , 2010 Seierstad and Bader, 2008; Sorteberg and Kvingedal, 2006; Francis et al., 2009; Overland and Wang, 2010) . Based on numerical experiments with an AGCM and imposed SST or sea ice conditions, Magnusdottir et al. (2004) managed to reproduce in their model a response with a spatial character similar to the NAO. But they had to exaggerate the magnitude of the imposed surface conditions to achieve statistically significant results. Deser et al. (2004) analysed the results from the same set of experiments further and tried to resolve the direct and indirect response from changes in the SST and sea ice. The total response and the indirect response to changes in sea ice was found to be equivalent barotropic, whereas the direct response was baroclinic between 1000 and 850 hPa. Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 ) also carried out simulations for the summers of 2007 and 2008 with observed and climatological sea ice conditions and found a substantial response in the 850 hPa geopotential height field from prescribed combined SST and sea ice, but a weak response from a coupled model with prescribed sea ice extent. They concluded that the response of the circulation on sea ice extent depends critically on the background state, in particular SST. Sorteberg and Kvingedal (2006) furthermore suggested there was a connection between the east Siberian cyclone statistics and the sea ice in the Barents Sea and Seierstad and Bader (2008) studied the atmospheric sensitivity to sea ice conditions by setting the Arctic sea ice in an AGCM to present annual cycle and a projected sea ice state for the future. They found a significant reduction in the storminess during December and January over both the mid-latitudes and the Arctic (high latitudes), as well as a large reduction over the extra-tropics in March. The reduction was accompanied by a negative phase of the NAO. Doblas-Reyes et al. (2007) give an account of the skill of upto-date dynamical seasonal forecasting models and their use for short-term planning. So far, seasonal forecasts based on dynamical models exhibit some skill in the Tropics, but their performance is poor in high latitude regions such as northern Europe. These models take precursory signals mainly from the oceanic state in the Tropics, but often neglect to take the actual polar conditions (sea ice) properly into account. Derome et al. (2001) performed a study on seasonal predictability with two dynamic models for which SST anomalies were persisted throughout the integrations, but where the sea ice extent in one model was specified to be that observed during the previous month and then relaxed to climatology over a period of 15 days. In the other model, the sea ice was taken to be the climatology. No attempt was made to relate the predictability specifically to sea ice, but Derome et al. (2001) argued that a substantial part of the winter-time skill in surface temperatures were associated with the forcing from tropical SSTs [e.g. El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)], while the skill in the other seasons could not be related to the tropics.
Forecasting
Seasonal forecasts based on dynamical models tend to involve ensembles, which are many parallel integrations with one or several models, but with each run either starting with slightly different initial conditions or using different model configurations (Dix and Hunt, 1995; Stockdale et al., 1998) . Since the models describe a 'chaotic' system (Lorenz, 1967) , the individual members tend to follow trajectories that will diverge after a certain time, but where all the model trajectories will be part of the same strange attractor in phase space. Each integration should in principle be free to evolve completely independent of the other runs, except for being subject to the same underlying attractor and having similar, but not identical, initial conditions. A common set of sea ice may, however, bias the solutions when the sea ice itself is part of the variables that evolve over time.
The idea of ensemble forecasts is that the spread in the solutions will provide an indication of the range of possible solutions and that highly probable outcomes will lead to clusters in phase space (Wilks, 1995) , which again will shape the statistical distribution of the prognostic variables. The basis for seasonal forecasts is that different boundary conditions may either affect the geometry of the attractor, or that different initial conditions coupled with slow dynamics (e.g. heat stored in the oceans) have a significant impact on the subsequent evolution. Hence, ensemble forecasts may in principle provide a probabilistic prognosis through proper post-processing.
Seasonal forecasts based on ensembles of GCMs have often used climatological values for sea ice (Balmaseda et al., 2009 (Balmaseda et al., , 2010 , both as initial and boundary conditions, since most of the predictability has been assumed to have its source in the Tropics (Derome et al., 2001) . At the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), however, the model making seasonal forecasts (Anderson et al., 2006) uses the observed sea ice as initial conditions, but employs a gradual interpolation towards climatological values over the first month and then relaxes towards climatological values for the remaining part of the integration.
All these strategies imply that the different runs with seasonal forecasting models are artificially constrained to a common set of surface boundary conditions in regions with sea ice. Furthermore, the climatology provides a sea ice description where the edges have been 'smudged out' through an averaging process and may therefore contain unrealistic features. Hence, the final distribution of the ensemble forecasts may be affected by the common constraints in the polar regions in terms of the surface fluxes, rather than following separate and independent trajectories for the regional state. In other words, the individual members are not entirely mutually independent and the distribution yielded by such ensemble forecasts may be biased and should not automatically be interpreted as a probability distribution function (PDF) or to represent a true probabilistic forecast.
Here, we follow up on the work of Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 , who compared the ECMWF operational forecast, for which the sea ice is relaxed to climatology after one model month of integration, with corresponding runs where the sea ice climatology had been replaced by the actual sea ice observations. Our experiments are similar but not identical to theirs and the present study looks at other diagnostics of the model results. We also wanted to evaluate a simple scheme where an ensemble consists of different sea ice conditions, using a resample taken from the 8 yr during [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] , to see if this has an impact on the distribution. Thus, our experiments mimic a simple sea ice scheme with a more realistic description of the cryospheric state, facilitating a way to describe a range of different sea ice configurations (hence avoid one common regional solution), capturing the recent downward trend and avoiding the 'smudging' of sea ice edges in taking the mean over several years.
We also wanted to test the sensitivity of the solutions for the 2-metre temperature to the sea ice and compare the response with the effect of SST perturbations, as Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 found that the background SST played an important role in the atmospheric response to sea ice anomalies. This paper will mainly focus on northern Europe, which is a region with low seasonal sensitivity skill in coupled dynamical models (anomalous
Methods

Design of experiments
We aimed to explore the sensitivity of the seasonal forecasts to different sea ice conditions and evolutions thereof, rather than to predict this evolution during particular years. To this end, we examined whether the different sea ice descriptions had an effect on the simulated results. We did not involve actual observations in the analysis of the model results.
Another objective was to assess a new simple statistical scheme for representing sea ice more realistically than the present climatological values. The new scheme is based on eight 5-member ensembles with prescribed sea ice evolutions taken from the eight previous years, respectively.
The model set-up was the same as in Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 where we used the IFS/HOPE system 3 coupled oceanatmospheric model (Anderson et al., 2006) to run a set of 9 ensemble integrations in total: One 40-member control ensemble and eight 5-member experimental ensembles. The former will henceforth be referred to as the 'control', while each of the latter ensembles will be referred to as a 'subset'. Although the integrations were performed for May-September, the analysis herein will mainly be restricted to the June-August mean 2-metre temperature [hereafter T (2 m Since our simulations involved a coupled ocean-atmosphere model with prognostic SST, the solutions should respond to the imposed sea ice in a more consistent way than for atmosphere only simulations (Seierstad and Bader, 2008; Singarayer et al., 2006; Magnusdottir et al., 2004; Deser et al., 2004) .
The results are available from the ECMWF archive system (MARS) under special projects (Table 1 provides an overview of the experiment names used by the MARS archive).
The observed sea ice was prescribed in both hemispheres throughout the model integration in 8 subsets, taking it to be the observed sea ice cover from May-September for each respective year in the period [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . All the simulations started with a consistent set of initial conditions taken from 1st May 2007. Hence, the evaluation of the experiments was based on the following summer season, June-August 2007 and involved comparisons between ensembles of model simulations of one episode rather than examining performance over time. The 'skill' of these experiments is therefore not affected by long-term trends.
We used a similar model set-up as in the operational forecasts, which did not archive the prescribed sea ice. The initial sea ice cover was derived from the ECMWF operational ocean analysis , taking regions with SST values that were below the freezing point (−1.7
• C) to be covered with sea ice. In this analysis, SST values were nudged strongly to Reynolds OIv2 SST product (Reynolds et al., 2002) , using stronger relaxation (2-3 h time scale) when the value of the interpolated Reynolds SST fell below a threshold defining the freezing point.
The SSTs were perturbed in the initial conditions for the ensemble integrations (see Section 5.2 of Persson and Grazzini, 2005) , leading to different temporal evolutions in the ensemble members of the same subset (and the control). Corresponding members in the various subsets were subject to the same SST-perturbation. Since the control consisted of 40 members, it involved a larger set of SST perturbations than in the subsets.
The subsequent evolution of sea ice in the integrations was controlled by the same SST-based criteria as the initial conditions. In the control run a relaxation towards climatology was adopted, taking interpolated values between initial conditions and the monthly climatology for the first month and between different months of the climatology thereafter. For the subsets, however, different sets of sea ice were imposed after the first time step throughout the integration. The Reynolds OIv2 SST product consists of weekly mean values, causing step changes every 7 days (Fig. 1 ) in the sea ice extend since August 2002. There was also a change in ocean analysis affecting the sea ice in the end of July 2002 (Senan and Benestad, 2009) .
We also immediately note that there were inconsistencies as compared with observations in standard data sets, where the September 2007 Arctic sea ice was at a record low (Stroeve et al., 2008) . This problem is due to changes in the sea ice analysis over time, as is discussed in Senan and Benestad (2009) and the abrupt changes also occur in the sea ice product from the operational analysis. These issues, however, are not believed to be crucial for the present analysis, which merely explored the simulated sensitivity to the model description of the sea ice conditions.
Statistical methods
The control experiment involved a larger set of SSTperturbations than the experiments carried out here and ideally, each experiment ought to involve a 40-member ensemble to be directly comparable with the control. However, resource constraints did not permit this and since part of the analysis addressing the sensitivity to sea ice involved inter-comparisons between each of the subsets only (all being identical in terms of SST-perturbations), this part was not affected by the different number of SST perturbations in the control and the subsets.
Rowell (1998) reviewed three different approaches for estimating the potential sensitivity and we used a variant of his ANOVA approach. Rather than presenting the ratio of predicted and total variances from an ordinary linear regression, we examined the coefficients and the p-values associated with a factorial regression (Hill and Lewicki, 2005; Wilkinson and Rogers, 1973) . The factorial regression involved two variables representing combinations of five (SST perturbations) and eight (sea ice conditions) categorical predictors, respectively. It was used to compare the sensitivity of T(2 m) to sea ice and SST perturbations, respectively, with 7 degrees of freedom for sea ice conditions and 4
Tellus 63A (2011), 2 for SST perturbations. Both ordinary linear models (LM) and generalized linear models (GLM) (Yan et al., 2006) were used.
The factorial regression design provided information about the relationships between categorical predictor variables and responses on the dependent variables beyond a corresponding one-way or main effect analysis. Unlike traditional regression, it did not try to determine the degree to which the outcome varies with the degree of sea ice or SST change, but instead examined whether a different set-up (sea ice or SST-perturbation category) had a predictable effect on the results. The factorial regression was also less clouded by non-linear or complex effects that otherwise may make a linear analysis obscure. The dynamics was non-linear and the different trajectories (especially for the SST perturbation initial conditions) may be folded or stretched in different ways depending on for example, the sea ice conditions (Balmaseda et al., 2009 (Balmaseda et al., , 2010 . The factorial regression analysis was only applied to the subsets and thus excluded the control. All the analyses have been implemented in the R-environment (R Development Core Team, 2004) 4 . A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (henceforth referred to as 'KStest') (Wilks, 1995) was used to determine whether the distribu-4 The R-software is a multi-platform open source environment, freely available from http://cran.r-project.org. The implementation in R was 'lm(y ∼ exp.id + sst.pert)', exp.id and sst.pert being variables of factors.
tions from the subsets and the control were different. In addition, we supplemented the KS-test with Student's t-test and a χ 2 -test (the latter is normally applied to contingency tables. Here, a contingency table was generated from the frequency distributions). The results from the Student's t-test and the χ 2 -test were in good agreement with the KS-test and thus the results seem to be robust. The term 'p-value' will, unless stated otherwise, refer to the probability that the null-hypothesis H 0 is true, for example, that the distribution of the two samples compared are similar.
The Walker test (Wilks, 2006) , expressed as p Walker = 1 − (1 − α global ) 1/K , was used to evaluate the global significance of all the local hypothesis tests combined. It was also used to test the field significance along a latitude circle. The Walker test involved a comparison between the global minimum p-value, p (1) of all grid cells and the critical threshold p Walker . When p (1) ≤ p Walker , the global null-hypothesis (i.e. that there is no effect from the prescribed sea ice) may be rejected at a given confidence level. In this case, the local p-values were derived through KS-tests, Student's t-tests and factorial regressions. Here α global = 0.01 is the level of global significance, and p Walker = 1.54 × 10 −7 is a critical threshold value when K = 65160 is the total number of local tests for the whole planet [using the same notation as in Wilks (2006) ]. The parameter K refers to the number of different tests rather than the actual 'degree of freedom' reflecting the 'field significance' (Wilks, 1995, pp. 151-157 The field significance is complicated by spatial autocorrelation in general (Wilks, 2006) and the degrees of freedom of gridded data in zonal bands vary with the latitude (Benestad, 2005) , but according to Wilks (2006) the Walker test is not very sensitive to spatial auto-correlation and it becomes more conservative with mutual dependencies.
Results
Properties of probability distributions
The statistical distributions of T(2 m) in the experiments may differ from that of the control ensemble in their mean value, range, or by having different shapes. The ensemble mean of the pooled subsets was similar to the mean of the control over most of the planet (Fig. 2) , but there were clear differences in the regions in vicinity of sea ice. The differences between ensemble mean T(2 m) from the combined subsets and the control were also much larger near the ice edge in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) than in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). There is no large contrast between the SST and the temperature of the sea ice surface during the summer season and during winter the sea ice surface is of the order of 10 K colder than the freezing point (Melsom, 2009 ). Our study focused on the NH summer, for which the impact on the ensemble mean T(2 m) was modest. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the spread of the pooled subsets versus the control. Along the ice edges in both hemispheres, the distributions of T(2 m) from the combined subsets showed a substantially greater range, mainly at high latitudes. Elsewhere the T(2 m) distributions had similar ranges and hence, the ensemble range appeared to be less affected outside the mid-to-high latitude regions. Figure 4 shows maps for Europe of the June-August ensemble mean T(2 m) for the control as well as the ensemble mean difference between each subset and the control. Despite the differences between control and experiments, the anomalies with respect to climatology exhibit some features that were robust in the sense that their sign appeared to be independent of the prescribed sea ice boundary conditions (not shown). These features included the anomalies over Turkey, along the northern coast of the Mediterranean, parts of Spain and the Baltic Sea. There were nevertheless fairly pronounced differences between each subset that could be attributed to the different sea ice conditions representing the only difference between these simulations: the 2002 (subset 3) and 2006 (subset 7) sea ice conditions were associated with a warmer June-August season over Fennoscandia than in the other subsets.
Although the ensemble means from the different subsets in Fig. 4 seemed to vary, it does not mean that they responded to the different sea ice conditions in a systematic and predictable fashion. The spread between the subsets can be compared with each individual subset spread and there was no systematic pattern whereby a specific SST perturbation gave lower or higher temperature than others (not shown). Depending on the sea ice conditions, the different integrations followed different trajectories and the sea ice affected the way the different SSTperturbations lead to different solutions in a more convoluted way, in agreement with the findings by Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 .
Hypothesis testing
The question whether the differences between the subsets and the control were statistically significant can be addressed through Tellus 63A (2011), 2 more formal tests, such as KS tests, Student's t-tests, χ 2 -tests and factorial regression. In other words, did the sea ice scheme consisting of a re-sampling of the eight last years give different statistical distributions, hence implying a bias in the statistical distribution? Figure 5 shows a global map of p-values derived from the KStest. As expected, the lowest p-values (e.g. greatest probability that the T(2 m) really responds to the sea ice cover) were found in the polar regions near the ice edge. The results from a student's t-test and a χ 2 -test (not shown) were similar, suggesting that the estimates were robust.
There were some regions at low latitudes where the tests found differences that appeared to be significant at the 1% level too, notably near the 'cold tongue' in the tropical east Pacific and over the South China Sea. These low p-values were due to the use of a more extensive set of SST perturbations in the control (40 perturbations) compared to the experiments (5 perturbations). Figure 6 shows a similar analysis as Fig. 5 , but now applied to the two subsets 7 and 8 (prescribed sea ice data from 2006 and 2007 respectively) instead of the pooled subsets versus the control. These two subsets represent high and low sea ice extent respectively (Fig. 1) and the analyses suggested that the differences were statistically significant at the 10%-level over similar regions as between the control and the subsets combined, except that there was no signal in the tropics.
The Walker test was applied to the p-values of the local KS and Student's t-tests in order to assess the 'field significance' of the local tests for the whole world as well as a range of zonal bands. The global value for p Walker was 1.5 × 10 −7 (K = 65160), whereas p (1) was 2.9 × 10 −18 for the KS-test and 3.1 × 10
for the Student's t-test. Thus, the results were highly statistically significant. Figure 7 shows how the minimum p-value, p (1) , varied with latitude (K = 360), and the pink hatched regions indicate the latitudes where the Walker test suggested that the p-value associated with sea ice from the KS-test was statistically significant at the 1%-level. The blue curve shows the same analysis for the Student's t-test. The minimum p-value was only lower than p Walker in the mid-latitudes and in a very narrow zonal band in the Tropics due to the differences in the SST perturbations.
Factorial regression
While the distribution based on all subsets combined was indistinguishable to that of the control, the differences between each subset (Fig. 4) had magnitudes that were about 50% of the anomalies associated with the initial conditions (not shown). One objective of the factorial regression analysis was therefore to identify predictable responses in terms of a linear regression analysis. It is possible that the effect of each individual sea ice condition was 'blurred out' when combining the results from the 8 subsets into one and comparing them with the control. Hence, we wanted to test whether an improvement in the sea ice description could affect the prediction skill for mid-latitude locations. To this end we carried out a factorial regression for T(2 m) based on SST perturbation and sea ice categories. In this context, the p-values refer to the H 0 that T(2 m) was insensitive to the set-up. Figure 8 shows the coefficients from the factorial regression for Europe (the results from the GLM are not shown, but the results are similar) along with their error estimates (bottom row). The regression coefficients for sea ice were associated with greater magnitudes than for both the SST-perturbations and the standard errors. Fig. 4 . Differences between the ensemble mean temperature and the control run for the 8 different subsets, with the mean from the control run at the top. The differences in the subset ensemble mean temperatures can be attributed different sea-ice conditions prescribed, as the simulations otherwise involved identical set-up. Note, these are furthermore distinct to anomalies, usually defined as the difference between a particular event and the climatology.
The regression weights for subsets 3 and 7 had similar geographical patterns, albeit with regional details, as do subsets 5 and 6. There were also similar June-August mean sea ice extent in subsets 5 and 6. Different sea ice categories representing similar conditions can result in a failure to detect the response and hence the factorial regression analysis is expected to be conservative with respect to identifying the actual links. The factorial regression was also applied to the whole globe (not shown) and the Walker test was applied to the global results (K = 65160 & α global = 0.01). The lowest p-value associated with sea ice was p (1) = 3.07 × 10 −18 , thus p (1) p Walker = 1.54 × 10 −7 pointing to a virtually certain influence of sea ice on T(2 m) somewhere on the planet (here the effect is strongest near the ice edge). The lowest p-value associated with the SST perturbations was p (1) = 2.21 × 10 −17 and again it was established that the SST perturbation are virtually certain to affect the T(2 m) somewhere one the planet. Figure 9 shows the latitude profile of p (1) for sea ice (red curve), suggesting that the sea ice conditions had a systematic effect on the T(2 m) in the northern hemisphere mid-tohigh latitudes (from 50
• N and up to the ice-edge) as well as the high latitudes in the SH (but not in the Antarctica interior). The sea ice did not appear to have any systematic effect in the low latitudes. The same analysis for the SST perturbations (blue curve), on the other hand, indicated significant p-values in the low latitudes, but not poleward of 60
• in either hemisphere.
Tellus 63A (2011) Figures 7 and 9 show similar results for p (1) associated with sea ice, both with below-threshold-values in mid-latitude bands even though these were derived through fundamentally different (and independent) approaches. Whereas Fig. 9 shows the p-value from the factorial regression analysis (control excluded) associated with the subset differences, Fig. 7 reflects the differences in the statistical distribution between the combined subsets versus the control. In other words, the sea ice response in the mid-latitudes was a robust feature. The lack of a signal in the tropics and low p (1) associated with the SST-perturbations supports the interpretation that the apparent Tropical 'signal' in Fig. 5 was an artifact from the comparison between the control and experiments due to different SST perturbations.
The most significant and predictable response to different sea ice conditions was seen around the Hudson Bay, the Labrador Sea, the Barents Sea and the sea ice edge. Thus, the latitude profiles of p (1) may not necessarily reflect the sea ice sensitivity over northern Europe (Fig. 8) . Therefore, the Walker test was applied also regionally to the K = 2196 grid-boxes in the longitude range 10
• W-50
• E and the latitude range 35
• N-70
• N in order to explore the regional character of the response to sea ice. This region implied p Walker = 4.58 × 10 −6 , but p (1) = 0.007 for the KS-test and 0.004 for the Student's t-test. Similarly, the lowest p-value from the factorial regression was 0.0003 over the same region, thus the response to sea ice over northern European land areas was not statistically significant at the 1%-level. The lack of statistical significance does not exclude an effect, but suggests that any influence from sea ice on summer mean temperatures in Europe is too weak to detect in the current experimental set-up. Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 , on the other hand, detected a statistically significant response to the 500 hPa heights in similar experiments with the same model, but also concluded that the response to sea ice was sensitive to the SST. Hence, the lack of statistical significance may be due to the difficulty of distangling effects from SST and sea ice.
Physical processes
The sea ice cover represents a medium that has a different character (heat conduction) to that of fluid (convection and mixing processes) and is associated with lower temperatures, affecting both the thermal radiation and the latent heat fluxes and has different optical properties than open water, increasing the local albedo. An inspection of simulated energy fluxes revealed pronounced differences in the short wave (solar) radiation at the top of the atmosphere over the Arctic regions between the subsets and control (not shown), in contrast to other fluxes. There were also pronounced regional differences (∼40 W m −2 ) in the reflected solar radiation at the surface over the NH ice-edge (not shown). These differences were of local nature, associated with the sea ice albedo. We found that the surface sensible and latent fluxes, as well as thermal radiation, all vary only with a few W m −2 in the Arctic, while their impact was substantially greater in the Antarctic, where contrasting surface conditions during winter lead to substantial gradients from regions with open water to ice covered areas. Thus, the combined effect of latent heat, sensible heat and thermal radiation lead to larger variability during winter than in summer. The effect of albedo was by far the most dominant type of flux during summer and the effect from changes in the albedo related to sea ice could only affect the weather elsewhere through teleconnections.
Changes in the circulation patterns will have an impact on storm tracks. According to Deser et al. (2004) , mid-latitude cyclones can be interpreted as an indirect effect of SST and sea ice anomalies. Storm counts based on the Calculus-based Cyclone Identification (CCI)-method proposed by Benestad and Chen (2006) (not shown) exhibited differences depending on the different prescribed sea ice conditions (the differences between all the subsets were statistically significant at the 1%-level according to a χ 2 -test). Exactly what gives rise to these differences is beyond the scope of the present study, but the 2-metre temperature in the mid-latitudes is known to be strongly influenced by low pressure systems through associated cloudiness, precipitation and advection of air. 
Discussion
One caveat associated with these experiments was that prescribing sea ice for 'wrong' year results in physical inconsistent solutions, that is, taking the sea ice from a different year than the initial ocean conditions. However, the present approach in operational seasonal forecasting and in our control, where climatological ice is used after the first month, have a completely analogous discrepancy. Furthermore, the SSTs were prognostic in the coupled ocean-atmosphere model and they would adjust to the imposed sea ice condition. Finally, the set-up was an improvement over previous studies, where sea ice also had been prescribed in conjunction with physically inconsistent SST or vice versa, albeit with atmosphere general circulation models rather than coupled atmosphere-ocean models Magnusdottir et al., 2004; Singarayer et al., 2006) .
There were some small regions with statistically significant differences in the Tropics, such as near the east Pacific 'cold tongue'. Similar p-values were not seen in the factorial regression results (not shown) excluding the control and these appeared to be an artefact of the analysis. Whereas all the subsets use identical SST-perturbations for their respective 5 members, the control with 40 members involved 35 additional SST perturbations which can explain some of the differences between the distributions of the control and the pooled experiments. In other words, the distribution from the control may over-estimate the ensemble range when compared to the subsets, thus overestimating the p-values of the KS and t-tests (making the tests more conservative). It is not clear whether a scheme for operational forecasting, based on a re-sampling the 8 previous years of sea ice, should use only 5 SST perturbations that are identical for each of the subset, or 40 SST perturbations which differ between the subsets but match the control.
Sea ice does to some extent influence the seasonal mean T(2 m) over northern Europe, but the corresponding distributions associated with the two sea ice schemes were not significantly different. Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 , however, found that the atmospheric response to sea ice anomalies is conditioned by the background SST and hence these results may also be sensitive to the magnitude of the SST perturbations, as the effects from large spread in the initial conditions may in principle dominate over moderate but systematic effect from the sea ice. Here, the factorial regression suggested a higher sensitivity to sea ice representation than SST perturbation in the mid-to-high latitudes, but this is not inconsistent with the conclusion of Balmaseda et al. (2009 Balmaseda et al. ( , 2010 .
The present study only looked at the summer season, with initial conditions taken from May 1. It is possible that the sea ice yields a different response in T(2 m) for other seasons, which will be the focus for future work. Furthermore, the current analysis also looked at only one situation-the summer season of 2007-which may represent just one of several regimes. The effect of only a limited range of sea ice conditions on T(2 m) have been investigated, which doesn't exclude the possibility that more dramatic sea ice changes may give a stronger response. Moreover, the sea ice conditions in some of the subsets were similar, making the attribution by factorial regression more tricky.
It is also important to note that the effect of sea ice is expected to differ on seasonal and decadal-to-centennial time scales since it strongly affects the energy absorbed in the upper ocean layers with a delayed effect on the atmosphere. Thus, the local effect on the seasonal time scales should not be confused with coupled feedbacks on longer times scales, for example, associated with the an Arctic amplification (Serreze et al., 2009 ).
Conclusion
Statistical distributions derived from ensemble forecasts may be biased in some regions if they are artificially constrained by one common description of the sea ice conditions in the polar regions, but a simple re-sampling scheme for representing a range of sea ice conditions may provide more realistic seasonal forecasts for the mid-to-high latitude regions. We compared two sea ice schemes based on (i) climatological values and (ii) a resample from eight recent years and their effect on the statistical T(2 m) distribution on seasonal time scales.
The results from these experiments suggest that the distribution of T(2 m) generated by the seasonal forecast ensemble using the current sea ice scheme is not significantly biased for most of the globe, but this does not necessarily mean that the sea ice does not contain precursory signals that may improve the skill. The sea ice has an influence on the June-August T(2 m) response in the mid-latitudes (50 significant at the 1% level over Europe. The level of statistical significance is a function of the ensemble size and number of ensembles and our analysis does not exclude the possibility for increased skill over northern Europe, given larger ensembles and better representation of the sea ice.
